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Memorandum:  Site Inspection, 2013

Introduction

In 1997, Historical Perspectives, Inc., (HPI) a Connecticut-based cultural resources consulting
firm, completed the Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) documentation on the
Stamford USPS Post Office at 421 Atlantic Street in the city’s downtown district. As required
with all Level II documentations, a variety of tasks were necessary to complete the HABS
submission for filing with the Library of Congress.  These tasks included research in appropriate
city, state, and federal archives, an inspection and detailed description by a professional
architectural historian, and a photographic record with a large-format camera of defining
architectural features, both interior and exterior, and elevations.

The core of Stamford’s Neo-Renaissance style federal post office building was constructed in
1916; a sensitive and large rear addition was completed in 1941. The building was listed on the
National Register of Historic Places in 1985.  The HABS research benefited from design and
renovation documents and the National Register nomination form, as well as extensive accounts
over time in the local newspaper, the Stamford Advocate, and historic photographs.

At the request of Dallan C Wordekemper, the USPS Real Estate Specialist/Federal Preservation
Officer, HPI has recently toured the Stamford Post Office at 421 Atlantic Street to verify the
original findings of the 1997 HABS document.

Site Inspection, 2013

Postal operations have only recently been suspended at 421 Atlantic Street and the building has
been properly managed with active electrical service and air flow.  The attached photographs are
a sample of the numerous views captured on 10/4/13 by Cece Saunders, President of HPI and the
reporting historian for the 1997 team.

The character defining features noted in 1997, and which were overwhelmingly in the public
spaces are extant.

 The foundation of reddish-pink granite blocks is intact, including the two carved 1915
plaques on the Atlantic Street facade.

 The exterior walls of terra cotta blocks faced with brick and glazed terra cotta are intact,
as is the hipped, red tile roof.
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 Massive and rhythmic arched openings still punctuate the northern and southern
elevations.

 Two large, handsome bronze lanterns dominate the raised, balustraded forecourt on the
Atlantic Street façade.

 The original center section of the lobby remains a five bay, plaster groin-and-barrel–
vaulted room accented with high marble wainscoting and marble pilasters with plaster
capitals. The center lobby also still hosts two bronze and glass hexagonal vestibules and
bronze fixed-sash arched windows that separate the lobby from the postal work space.

 The ca. 1941 south lobby is basically intact, albeit hidden from public view, as it was in
1997.

 The bronze postal boxes, manufactured by Stamford’s own Yale and Towne, are in both
the center and north lobbies, as noted in 1997.  Yale and Towne hardware is still in
evidence on the Postmaster’s half-glass office door.

It should be noted that the “Original furnishings” described in the 1997 HABS document, e.g.,
the Tiffany and Company decorative statue in the southern end of the lobby and the brass grilles
for the lobby, were not listed as extant features and were not photographed at that time (HABS
NO. CT-467, page 14).  There is only one possible brass grille from the original installation that
is only partially visible at the center lobby’s southernmost service window.  This grille, however,
is not operative and was not examined in 1997, nor in 2013, and cannot be securely identified.

Cece Saunders, President
203-226-7654
cece@historicalperspectives.org

www.historicalperspectives.org
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Stamford Post Office, 421 Atlantic Street, Stamford, Fairfield County, CT
Above: bronze lantern on granite balustrade of forecourt; Below: bronze lantern, in the rear is

one of three inner doors on Atlantic Street (east) façade.
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Terra cotta decorative details on exterior of Atlantic Street (east) façade.

Federal Street (south) façade.
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Center lobby, north to south, with bronze and glass vestibules on the left and bronze fixed sash
windows on the right, as well as Yale and Towne postal boxes.
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